Art & Travel

Built in Exploration
Discovering Poland through its visual arts and food that carries the good, the
wildly exciting and the quietly ugly in equal measure of its historic past, without
shying away from its wounds or scars

S I D D H A RT H A DA S

Poland, the land of Copernicus,
Chopin, Pope John Paul II,
Strzeminski, Kantor, Wajda,
Kielowski and Polanski, was an
unknown entity for me till last
month. I always knew where it was
on the map and a tiny bit when I
studied about the Second World
War in school, and watched some
of the landmark Polish films or
listened to their Western classical
music, but precious little apart from
that. I have always been aware of
how little I know of the world, so it
becomes doubly exciting to
discover a country through its
visual arts and food while travelling,
which is what I did over a span of
six days in June. The excitingly
frenetic trip to four cities and a
village by road criss-crossed the
country. We covered over a
thousand kilometres in six days.

‘Warsaw is one of the best
European cities for world cuisine at
affordable rates.’ It had me in that
one sentence. Warsaw is like many
European capitals – an exciting
melting pot of cultures,
cosmopolitan, clean, green and
exciting to explore. I must confess
here, that I am a very biased
traveller and wear my heart on my
sleeve and fall in love with places
rather easily. But that should not
take away anything from Warsaw.
It’s easy to love the place. The
economic downward turn hasn’t
touched Poland; it’s still in the grips
of the euphoric Europalia and it is
most evident in the incredible
cultural and architectural projects
across the city and the country.

and yearn for a more distant past
when things were better. Poland’s
past, from the Nazi occupation to
the Soviet one till as recent as 1989,
has been dispensed with quickly.
Unlike the West European
countries, it seems to have taken
some of the key attributes of the
welfare state of the former
communist regime without any of
their stifling controls. In almost
three decades, Poland, like many
other European countries, has
quickly gone about scabbing its
wounds and is not shy of its scars.

To prepare myself for the visit, I
read one paragraph in a travel
magazine on Warsaw, and decided
to throw caution to the wind. The
invaluable paragraph stated:

Warsaw feels like a peculiar set with
many historic structures and the
entire main square in the old town
a complete recreation in the past
few decades. It’s amusing at a
superficial level but on a deeper
level you see how a country can
come to grips with a horrific past

The curators of the fascinating
exhibition, titled Late Polishness:
Forms of National Identity After 1989
at the Centre for Contemporary
Art stated: ‘...a Polishness that since
1989 has been confronted with the
complexity of global reality; a
Polishness that has had a chance to
experiment with various scenarios
of modernisation and learn things
the hard way’. It was against this
backdrop that my discovery of the
country began.
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Forum Design is an independent design store in a large loft with an eclectic
mix of design and fashion across genres from Poland. It is located in an
exciting regenerated precinct of Krakow teaming with gastro pubs.
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The restaurant at the Andel's Vienna House Hotel in the city of Łódź. The hotel
occupies a part of the historic red brick former weaving mill on the grounds of
Manufaktura, now the city’s premiere shopping, arts and cultural centre.
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Cold beetroot soup with a glass of white wine at restaurant in Hotel Vanilla
Sky by the Vistula River, Kraków

Discovering any new place is a thrill; it’s an open slate in the mind and the
heart, to be filled in with people and places. A month later, while writing
this piece, all the sights, smells and tastes come back to me. Pink cold
beetroot soups, golden Perla beers, fresh fish recipes… edgy design and
architecture, disused buildings becoming funky gastro pubs and cultural
venues. I could have called this piece, ‘Around Poland in 18 Meals’, as each
was a feast for the senses. Colourful soups jewelled with seasonal flowers
and fish with buttonlike blobs of sauces, and stew in containers of bread. I
wonder if it is because I am a foodie, or that after 13 years of boarding
school and college, I will remain obsessed with food till the very end,
slightly morbid as it may sound. Like any self-respecting creative
professional, I would take umbrage in eating prodigiously at an eatery that
whips up a great fare and has a clever mix of architecture, art and design.
So be it Modragara restaurant serving a cult Jewish fare in the historic
centre of Lublin; or the iconic Andel’s Vienna House in the city of Łódź
(with its less familiar diacritical marks confusingly pronounced as Wooch)
an iconic bricked historic precinct; or just a simple road-side café decked
with roses, always draws in food- and art-loving people by the droves.
Looking at a plateful of food makes you think of design and life as such in
Poland. There seems to be a happy optimism, and widespread
Catholicism. As an agnostic, I don’t have an opinion on the latter and
surely not in a mere six days, that is for later discoveries. What I do have an
opinion about are all the exciting people whom I met, who gave me the
ringside view to the legacy of design.

- Arts Illustrated August & September 2017
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I left Warsaw for the suburban
town of Otwock, for the store
house of the National Museum
collection on the palace grounds.
It is situated in the verdant green
landscapes with a quiet lake from a
painting, a setting so picturesque
that you forget you have just spent
hours seeing incredible furniture,
ceramics and textiles, with the
Collection Curator of the Modern
Design Centre Anna Maga a living
encyclopaedia of Polish design.
Design and architecture in Poland
have had the historic juxtaposed
with the modern. The cultural
centre, Centrum Spotkania Kultur
in the city of Lublin; CRICOTEKA,
a centre built to protect and
champion the legacy of avantgarde theatre god, Kantor; or
MOCAK, the Museum of
Contemporary Art in Kraków, all
typify this exciting juxtaposition.
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The Palace grounds in which the collection is housed. One can see the roof
of the storage peeping from behind the trees.

- Arts Illustrated August & September 2017
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Iconic Polish furniture design from the National Museum collection, (OśrodekW
zornictwaNowoczesnego), in the palace grounds on the outskirts of Otwock,
about 30 kms from Warsaw.
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Each of these cultural institutions
from the perspective of
architecture and design, edgy
programming and its commitment
to how culture can bring people
together, needs a stand-alone piece.

Centrum Spotkania Kultur, loosely translates as the Centre for Meeting of
Cultures, is a monumental modern building in Lublin. Inside it reveals the
brick skeleton
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Centrum Spotkania Kultur is committed to ecology and cultural interaction. The
rooftop terrace garden is home to many medicinal plants, herbs and bee
houses. On its periphery at the front is a glassed walkway which can be seen
from the front in the photograph of the building
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To take one, MOCAK in Kraków
has a special place in history, which
belies its modern new skin.
MOCAK is a contemporary
building designed by architect
Claudio Nardi, and includes within
its complex one of Poland’s most
well-known buildings – Oskar
Schindler’s factory – that produced
enamelware and arms. Spielberg’s
famed film Schindler’s List made the
location and its importance known
to the world. Schindler, a German
businessman, helped save the lives
of more than a thousand
mostly Polish-Jewish refugees
from the Holocaust by employing
them in his factories during World
War II. Conversion of such an
important landmark complex to
become Poland’s first purpose-built
modern museum to showcase
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international contemporary art,
highlights the importance of culture.
Kraków, as people across the world
know, had one of the most
disturbingly large Nazi-era
concentration camps in Poland, a
topic that is too disturbing to find a
place in a travel column. What
culture can do for society intangibly
can never be exaggerated enough,
although here it is.

The front façade of MOCAK, Museum of Contemporary
Art in Kraków, is by form reminiscent of it’s industrial
building
CRICOTEKA is the Centre for the Documentation of the
Art of Tadeusz Kantor. Kantor was an avant-garde theatre
director, scenographer and artist and the CRICOTEKA is
a fitting ode to him. The corten steel latticed façade,
reflecting outdoor ceiling and an old power station, make
for an exciting river-front urban space in Kraków.
All images courtesy of Siddhartha Das
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